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November 2015: The month in a minute.

GOOGLE RELEASES NEW QUALITY RATER’S GUIDE
Google’s Quality Raters - the third-party hires used to rate search results - have been existent for over
a decade, but it’s only since 2013 that Google has released their rating guidelines publicly. Google has
just released a new version, with plenty of emphasis still on expertise, authority and trustworthiness, but
further importance is also given to mobile. READ MORE •

TENSORFLOW IS NOW OPEN SOURCE

is intended to make it simpler for users to share

Google’s machine learning algorithm, which

their hobbies and interests, while the mobile

it uses to recognise photo content, translate

experience has been greatly improved and

languages and recognise spoken words, has

streamlined as well. READ MORE •

now been released for others to use completely
be used for improved ad targeting and even

HOW WILL MARSHMALLOW SHAPE THE
FUTURE OF MOBILE SEARCH?

computer security. READ MORE •

Android Marshmallow landed in October, and

free. Industry experts say this technology could

it’s full of new features. In a three-part series,

ADVERTISING SUPPORT FOR AMP
RELEASED

Marketing Land explores how these could shape
the future of search on mobile. READ MORE •

Having recently announced Accelerated Mobile
Pages (AMP), which is intended to create super-
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fast loading pages for mobile, Google has

As ever, the Distilled offices have been very

also declared it intends to serve ads as part of

busy. We’ve announced our new Optimization

AMP. READ MORE •

Delivery Network (ODN), which you can sign up
to get involved with here. On the blog, Analyst

APP STREAMING TO CREATE WEB
OF APPS

Stephan Solomonidis has an excellent tutorial

In a busy month for Google, it has also put

has been writing about SEO’s role in enterprise

an important new feature into testing - App

success on the Moz Blog.

on .htaccess, while Senior Consultant Ben Estes

Streaming. The feature essentially allows users
to search through app content and browse
within it, without the need for downloading.
READ MORE •

MORE NOVEMBER STORIES
¶¶ Moz releases new content tool
¶¶ Facebook passes 1 billion daily active users

GOOGLE+ TO FOCUS ON COMMUNITIES
AND COLLECTIONS

¶¶ Google Analytics adds calculated metrics

The ailing social network has been redesigned

¶¶ Washington Post beats NYT for web visitors

with a focus on two of its most popular aspects:
collections and communities. The new design

